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We’re experienced in all aspects of exploration and drilling work, with a range of equipment and highly-skilled 

personnel. We pride ourselves in being extremely flexible, with procedures that adapt to meet the specific 

challenges of each site. Our hands-on approach ensures our Tier 1 clients receive a superior service in and out 

of the field. We are greenfield exploration specialists with on-demand service personnel, well-maintained 

equipment and the facilities to support your remote area requirements. We operate a fleet of high-capacity 

Schramm drills, compressors, and Hurricane boosters with MAN 8X8 carriers specializing in remote exploration 

throughout Australia. We commit to continuous improvement both in safety and in service.

Our objective is to provide a comprehensive drilling service second to none. By offering only the most 

experienced drilling crews providing reliable, well maintained and advanced equipment, we can provide 

our customers with a safe, cost-effective, and quality assured service. Operating a fleet of modern and well-

equipped all-wheel drive drill rigs and support vehicles, we can effectively meet the needs of our clients 

throughout Australia. 

Drilling solutions
 Greenfields drilling exploration. 

 Resources/ definition drilling. 

 Grade control drilling. 

 Geotechnical & mining services. 

 Water well services. 

 Water exploration. 

 Remote area capabilities. 

 Australia wide.

A trusted name in OreEX
Our leader, Grant Ingram  is a professional tier 1 exploration driller with a wealth of over 20 years of experience 

and knowledge in the industry. Skilful in iron ore, gold and battery materials, mineral sands, exploration, grade 

control and occupational health safety. Grant offers tailored solutions to the smallest prospector through to tier 

1 mining companies in Australia and Africa.

Uncovering results
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We deliver excellent and intuitive services tailored to meet the needs of our client’s requirements. OreEx is a 

Western Australian owned and operated drilling company. We are passionate about the drilling industry, and 

specialise in delivering safe and productive drilling solutions for our customers. This includes a wide range 

of drilling applications, from reverse circulation, grade control, water bores and geotechnical installations. 

Alongside our experienced drill crews, we have qualified maintenance support staff who monitor and 

maintain our equipment, and ensure all equipment is working efficiently.

Applying our expertise

Delivering a successful solution

Our Equipment

 685 Schramm Drilling rig      (600 MTS) 

 Auxiliary Compressors      (1150CFM / 350PSI) 

 Hurricane Boosters      (2400CFM / 1000PSI)

Bespoke drilling services

OreEx has the capacity to complete any job anywhere, no matter the size. We pride ourselves 

in being extremely flexible, with procedures that adapt to meet the specific challenges of 

each site. Remoteness has never been so accessible.

Digital data and communication

The team at OreEx use the latest digital technology utilizing the CorePlan data catchment 

system for recording daily plods/activity sheets, specified safety information, equipment 

maintenance records and pre-starts that are recorded and processed in real-time via our 

remote satellite communication.

Safety and management 

Within OreEx, we always put safety and best practices first when it comes to our services 

and environmental management. We have one of the safest operational track records in 

the industry and our environmental management protocols are second to none. All safety, 

environmental and management plans can be viewed upon request.

https://oreex.com.au/
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Sampling 
your future.
T: 0437 856 919 

E: grant@oreex.com.au 

A: PO Box 8, Subiaco WA 6904

Follow us on          or visit www.oreex.com.au

https://oreex.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/oreex-drilling/

